“We believe that
working with
pensionsync gives our
clients a strategic
advantage in the
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Software

market place”

Bond International Software’s Payrite payroll
software is used by major accounting firms and
leading payroll bureaus throughout the UK.
Head of Operations, Ed Patchett, had overall
responsibility for integrating Bond’s Payrite payroll
software into the pensionsync platform. So, why is
pension data automation important?

Bond is rolling out the pensionsync Whitelabel Plan.

“Data automation is important because of the sheer
volume of data. The number of new pension schemes
being set-up by our clients is massive. This is causing
an awful lot of additional workload.”
But the problem facing all payroll software companies
is that every pension provider has different protocols
and treats data differently. Bond’s view was its
development effort was better focused working with an
expert in the field of data integration, rather than
dealing directly with the various pension company’s
API.
That’s where pensionsync comes in. We build data
interfaces to the major pension providers so that your
payroll software does not have to.

“Working with pensionsync has filled in the missing
part of the auto-enrolment jigsaw puzzle. We’re very
confident that Payrite does a great job of assessment,
processing & producing comms. What we were lacking
was direct APIs into various pension organisations.
That’s what pensionsync has given us.”

“pensionsync’s Whitelabel plan means Bond can
leverage the pensionsync technology but still provide
our clients with a one-stop shop, fronted by Bond.”
pensionsync is designed to be easy to work with at
every stage. Our online knowledge base & free
Software Development Kit significantly reduces
integration timescales. But the real time & cost saving
is that 1 integration with pensionsync gives access to 5
major pension providers.
“Working with pensionsync has been a positive
experience. The underlying technology is well
designed and pensionsync have been very supportive
to our team as we built our solution”
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